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1 Introduction
Rosehill Waters is a new residential community set on the
uniquely located in South Guildford, less than 13 km from the
Perth CBD and only 1.5 km from the Guildford Town Centre.
The estate design is based on sustainability principles with the
masterplan featuring a diversity of housing choices within the
parameters of an R20 residential density coding. With frontage
to the Helena River, the estate will be home to over 500 new
dwellings in a walkable neighbourhood featuring high standards of
public landscaping and other infrastructure overlooking the river.
These guidelines seek to establish the desired built form
character for residential development in the estate, based on
a contemporary interpretation of Guildford’s historical rural
town character.

These guidelines apply to all single residential development
within the Rosehill Waters. All individual lot design proposals
require endorsement by The Developer prior to submission to
the City of Swan for a building permit.
There are two key aspects to the Design Guidelines: ‘Mandated
Requirements’ and ‘Design Guidance’. ‘Mandated Requirements’
are specific criteria that needs to be complied with in order to
achieve approval from The Developer. ‘Design Guidance’ sets
out recommended design and construction practices to better
the overall sustainability of the home.

2 Design Vision
The vision for Rosehill Waters is a vibrant residential
neighbourhood which reflects elements of Guildford’s rural town
heritage in a contemporary manner.
Examination of Guildford’s existing and historical residential
development identifies features of the built environment which
could be considered as indicative of a ‘local vernacular’ and
capable of providing interpretive design indicators which can
be applied to new development. Common elements include
the following:
— Corrugated metal and tiled roofs often with relatively steep
pitches to the primary roof structure.
— Uncomplicated building footprints resulting in clearly defined
roof forms.
— Generous eaves and gable overhangs.
— Verandahs, sometimes at lower pitches than the main roof,
creating deep shaded recesses.
— Lightweight wall cladding elements such as weatherboard or
sheet fibre cement.
— A rich orange-red face brickwork (manufactured from local
clay) to wall and chimney elements.
— Low front garden fences often featuring timber pickets.
The aim of the guidelines is to draw from elements of the area’s
rural village heritage. It is not the intent to prescribe a built form
which copies previous historical examples, rather a contemporary
interpretation with a continuing thread of form, materials and
detailing which, while catering for freedom of expression,
provides a unifying identity across the estate.
The house design should recognise the ‘Guildford Character’
through the use of such elements as hipped and gabled roofs,
verandahs, awnings and wall materials such as orange-red brick,

stone, weatherboard, corrugated sheet metal and fibre cement
or timber sheet panels, all being traditional forms and materials
which are able to be incorporated into contemporary housing. In
keeping with the diversity of forms encouraged within the estate,
designs featuring low pitched skillion roofs are also considered to
be acceptable.
Historical Precedent
—
—
—
—

simple roof form
red brickwork
verandah
low front picket
fence

— hip & gable roof
— verandah
— low front picket
fence

— hip & gable roof
— verandah
— low front picket
fence

— simple roof form
— orange-red
brickwork
— verandah

Contemporary Housing
— hip & gable roof
— entry portico

— hipped roofs
— composite of
colours

— simple hipped
roofs
— balcony
— composite of
materials

— simple hipped
roofs
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3 Other Applicable Documents
The guidelines are to be read in conjunction with any applicable
Conditions of Sale, Protective Covenants, Local Development
Plan (LDP) and relevant statutory document current at the time,
including the following:
— Residential Design Codes of Western Australia (R Codes).
— City of Swan Local Planning Scheme No. 17 and any
applicable policies.
— Building Code of Australia (BCA).

The receipt of guidelines compliance approval does not
guarantee compliance with the City’s development approval
requirements.
Whilst every effort will be made to ensure consistency, should the
guidelines differ from any statutory document or LDP, the latter
shall take precedence.

4 Approval Process
4.1 Developer design endorsement

4.2 City of Swan

Development proposed for the lots will require the endorsement
of The Developer’s representative prior to the lodging of plans to
the City of Swan for approval.

Following endorsement by The Developer, the plans will be
stamped “Approved” and returned to the applicant, with a copy
to be included in the building permit application made to the
City of Swan. Where variations to the R Codes or LDPs are sought,
the endorsed plans do not guarantee compliance with the City’s
requirements. It is the applicant’s responsibility to satisfy the City’s
approval requirements.

Prepare Design Drawings
In accordance with:
— Design Guidelines
— Local Development Plan
— Statutory Requirements

Submit by email, to The Developer
nominated representative
— Building Plans: Site & Floor Plans,
Elevations
— External Finishes Schedule
— Location of Air Conditioning Plant
— Completed Guidelines Checklist
— Conforming Acoustic Attenuation
Performance Report

Application endorsed by The Developer
or it s nominated consultant

Builder prepares design that complies with
RCodes and LDP

Builder provides The Developer with
proposed application plans

The Developer / Consultant undertake
design guidelines compliance review
and approves

Builders to submit building application to
City of Swan with The Developer’s approval

5 Building Orientation and Site Planning
Housing design should maximise the extent of winter solar
penetration to indoor and outdoor living areas through the
optimisation of lot orientation or the incorporation of solar
accessible courtyards or balconies.
For narrower lot widths, nil minimum side setbacks are nominated
on LDP’s in order to better facilitate courtyards or outdoor
areas on the opposite side boundary. This is usually on the
northernmost or easternmost side allowing for morning or winter
solar access. The exceptions being for lots at the south or west

end of a street block where outdoor living areas located on that
side can benefit from additional space created by the secondary
street setback.
Perth’s climate enables outdoor living areas to be utilised for
much of the year. The primary outdoor living or ‘alfresco’ area is to
be directly accessible from an internal living area but preferably
located so that there is still the potential for some winter solar
penetration into the dwelling.
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Example of thermal
mass principles

Optimum orientation
diagram

Examples of solar accessible outdoor living areas

Deciduous trees allow
for winter sunlight
HIGH
SUMMER
SUN

Thermal mass to
collect and radiate
winter solar energy

Eaves protect
from harsh
summer sun

LOW
WINTER
SUN

Rainwater tank
- flushing of toilet cisterns
- washing machine use

North facing
photovoltaic panels

Cross
ventilation

For two storey development,
a balcony overlooking the
street is recommended

Rainwater tank
- flushing of toilet cisterns
- washing machine use

North facing
photovoltaic panels

Winter solar
penetration to indoor
and outdoor living areas

Cross
ventilation

For two storey development,
a balcony overlooking the
street is recommended

Outdoor living with northern
aspect for winter solar penetration
- deciduous planting for summer
solar protection
- courtyard style to provide wind
protection

Outlook to street to

Outlook to street tohabitable rooms
habitable rooms

Composite wall materials
- elements of traditional Guildford style such as
weatherboards, corrugated wall cladding etc.

Front fencing (if any) to be
low or visually permeable
Winter solar
penetration to indoor
and outdoor living areas

Low water use garden

Front fencing
(if any) to be
low or visually
permeable

Low water
use garden

Awning and eaves overhang to reduce solar
load on walls and openings

Outdoor living with northern
aspect for winter solar penetration
- deciduous planting for summer
solar protection
- courtyard style to provide wind
protection

6 Building Form

Composite wall materials
- elements of traditional Guildford style such as
weatherboards, corrugated wall cladding etc.

Awning and eaves overhang to reduce solar

load on walls and openings
6.1 Building
Appearance and Streetscape

6.1.1 Articulation

Buildings should reflect a contemporary interpretation of
Guildford’s traditional rural town architecture to create a uniquely
localised Australian urbanism. Elements of the identified
Guildford historical precedence include a composite of wall
finishes including lightweight sheet cladding and brickwork, the
latter generally being a local orange/red face brick.

Street facades are to be articulated through the provision
of projections and indentations on the floor plans with
corresponding roof elements, all contribute to the play of light
and shadow.

Building elevations will accordingly be required to feature the mix
of wall finishes as described in section 6.4 Walls.
The public face(s) of the building should contain a level of detailing
which provides for visually attractive development including:
— Elevations which reflect the desired character through the
composite of external wall materials and finishes in conjunction
with variations in colour taken from an ‘earthy rural’ palette.
— The application of attachments such as awnings over openings
to provide both a ‘layer’ of detail and a functional solar
mitigation element.
— Opportunities for passive surveillance of front gardens and
streets through windows to habitable rooms and where
possible, balconies for two storey dwellings.
— Front entries which are clearly identifiable from the street.
— Traditional roof forms have included hipped and gabled roofs
in both corrugated sheet metal and tiles as well as sheet metal
skillion roofs to storage structures. Reference to this diversity
of roofing is encouraged and as a result roof forms are not
restricted within the estate.

— verandah
— hipped roofs

— verandah
— entry portico
— hipped roofs

—
—
—
—

— recesses to
facade
— composite of
materials

awnings
gables
entry portico
composite of
materials

— composite of
colours
— contemporary
portico
— composite of
materials

— facade
projection
— entry portico
— verandah
— composite of
materials

Carports and unscreened covered areas are not allowed to front
any public roadways or reserves
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Mandated requirements – A suitable level of articulation at
street elevations shall include:
—
—
—
—

Projections, recesses or stepping in the floor plan.
Composite of wall materials, finishes and/or colours.
Major opening(s) to a habitable room.
Clearly identifiable front entry through elements such as:
• Feature front door
• Side light glazing at front door
• Entry portico, verandah or other roofed element
• Feature lighting
• Clearly defined pathway

Design Guidance
Consider solar mitigation devices at N, E & W facing
openings:
— Eaves overhang extended over windows
— Awnings

6.2 Secondary Street Elevations
Development on a corner lot is required to address both the
primary and secondary streets. The secondary street elevation is
to be articulated and feature a suitable level of detail.
Secondary street:
example of elevations addressing both streets.

Roof form:
skillion and gable examples.

Roof form:
hipped and gable examples.

Mandated Requirements
— Minimum pitch to conventional roofs: 25°.
— Minimum eaves overhang: 400mm except where limited
by side setback requirements, at areas of extended roof
cover such as verandahs, entry porticos and awnings, at
non habitable areas such as garages, bathrooms, stores,
robes and minor room incursions under the eaves.
— At gable ends, minimum roof verge overhang: 200mm.
Design Guidance
— Secondary roofs such as verandahs and awnings are
considered to reflect the historical character values of the
estate and are encouraged.
— For tiled roofs, low profile ‘slate look’ tiles are encouraged.
— For conventionally pitched roofs, steeper pitches than
the mandatory minimum pitch are recommended as a
reference to earlier historical examples.
— Where verandahs are proposed a higher than normal roof
pitching height could be considered, to enable verandah
roofs to be separated from the primary roof as has
occurred on some early examples.

6.3.2 Roof Materials
Mandated Requirements
— Incorporate a continuation of a primary street façade
element of articulation or wall treatment for a distance of at
least 4m from the street frontage.
— Create an open corner streetscape with any fencing
proposed to the corner truncation and first 20% of the
secondary street boundary to be low (up to 1.2m high) or
visually permeable.

Generally roof materials shall be corrugated sheet metal of
Colorbond or Zincalume finish, or concrete or clay tiles of a low
or neutral visual impact. A range or overly dark, or bright colours
as listed are not permitted as they are not consistent with the
desired streetscape outcome.
Roof tiles examples.

Metal roof examples.

6.3 Roofs
6.3.1 Roof Form
Roof Forms within the estate are generally not restricted except
where conventionally pitched (hipped or gabled) roofs are
used, the minimum pitch shall be 25° to promote consistency.
Where flat roofs or parapets are used these should be secondary
elements used in conjunction with conventionally pitched or
skillion type roofs.

Mandated Requirements
Prohibited Colours
— Metal Roofs:
Colorbond or equivalent
• Cottage Green
• Deep Ocean
• Night Sky
• Manor Red
• Classic cream

— Tiled Roofs:
• Glazed blue or green
• Highly variegated
blends
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Design Guidance

6.5 Balconies and Awnings

Palette of Preferred Colours

Balcony examples.

Acorn

Wildberry

Desert Sand

Moss

Peppercorn

Pearl

Morocco

Coffee
Bean

Stellar

Tarragon

Surfmist

Evening
Haze

Shale Grey

Dune

Cove

Windspray

Mangrove

Wallaby

Jasper

Basalt

Ironstone

Terrain

Gully

Monument

Woodland
Grey

Pale
Eucalypt

Paperbark

Awning examples.

Design Guidance

6.4 Walls
The visual appeal of development within the estate will be greatly
influenced by the colours and textures of walls visible from
streets or other public spaces. Street facade walls shall feature a
composite of construction materials or finishes with a dominant
material such as painted or coloured render/bagging, face
brickwork, stone or blockwork, to be complemented by minor
elements of alternative materials (preferably featuring a change in
material and/or colour) such as:
—
—
—
—

Glazing
Stone cladding
Weatherboard (sustainably sourced)
Metal, fibre cement or reconstituted timber/ply sheet cladding

— Two storey development: balconies are recommended
to provide visual interest and passive surveillance
opportunities over the street.
— The use of awnings over exposed window openings
addressing the street is recommended. These can add
to the extent of layered detail on a dwelling as well as
potentially limiting summer solar penetration into the
building.

6.6 Fencing
Where fencing occurs along an extended front or side boundary,
the use of quality materials should be considered to ensure an
appealing streetscape. Providing visually permeable panels to
help improve surveillance is also encouraged.

Composite of wall finishes examples.

Mandated Requirements
Mandated Requirements
— For a wholly rendered street facade a composite of colours
is required.
— The extent of colour or material variation is to be illustrated
on the drawings.
— Walls must feature a minimum of two materials, finishes or
colours.
— At a secondary street facade, the primary street treatment
shall return for a minimum of 4m from the primary street
frontage.
— Colours to be from an earthy/rural palette as per
described in section 7.0 Colour.
Design Guidance
— In keeping with Guildford’s historical precedence, it is
recommended an element of orange/red face brickwork
be incorporated.

— When facing a primary front boundary to the lot, standard
Colorbond metal fencing should not be used.
— The first 20% of the secondary boundary fence on a corner
lot is to be low (up to 1.2m high) or visually permeable.
— Any front fencing must comply with local council
requirements.
Design Guidance
— Where side boundary lot fencing occurs on corner lots,
the owner is encouraged to design the house so that
it fronts the side boundary. This will help reduce the
required lengths of standard colorbond fencing. The other
option is to consider the use of more permeable fencing
types to improve surveillance.
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7 Colour
The use of colour will be an important means of unifying
development across the estate. In keeping with Guildford’s rural
town heritage, base colours should be derived from the natural
indicators of bush and earth. Wall and roof colours should reflect
the remnant local natural environment through the application of
an ‘earthy’ colour palette.
Examples of colour use

Mandated Requirements
— Applications are required to include a colour schedule
together with colour swatches indicating:
• Wall colours including variation colours or materials
• Roof colour
• Garage door colour
• Front fence colours (if proposed)
Design Guidance
Wall Colour Palette
— Dominant base wall colours are recommended to be in
orange/red brick tones, earthy/sand, bush green/grey/
blues, grass/pasture colours, timber tones, etc.
— Minor wall elements should be differentiated from base
wall colours through the use of accents or tonal variations
and a composite of materials and finishes.

8 Sustainable Living
The Developer is committed to the creation of sustainable
residential communities. Sustainability initiatives at Rosehill
Waters aim to respond to the needs of today’s and future
generations by addressing a range of environmental, social and
economic criteria.

8.1 Ecosystems
The aim is to protect and enhance existing native ecosystems,
encourage natural systems and native diversity, and the
rehabilitation of degraded sites.

8.2 Waste
The Developer targets low waste production, high recycling
rates and ensuring that dwelling design supports recycling
initiatives.
The Developer has set an overall target for the on site reuse
of demolition, land clearing and civil works materials of 80%
minimum by volume. The aim is to contribute to this through the
recycling of waste from the dwelling construction phase.

Mandated Requirements
— Front garden packages are provided by the developer.
When completing their gardens, homeowners shall avoid
the use or introduction of Weeds of National Significance
(WoNS).
Design Guidance
See 10 Landscaping for suggested plant lists.
— Builders shall have in place an erosion and sediment
control plan. During the dwelling construction phase,
the potential for wind or stormwater driven erosion of
lots spreading onto adjoining properties, public open
spaces or bush reserves should be limited through site
management actions such as the placement of strategic
barrier fences or temporary ground level adjustments.

Mandated Requirements
— Rosehill Waters is a ‘Smart Waste Zone’. Construction waste
is to be managed in accordance with guidance provided
by Master Builders WA, ‘Smart Waste Guide’.
— Builders must demonstrate adherence to a documented
waste management plan which sets out an approach to
‘avoid, reduce, reuse and recycle’ waste as set out in the
Guide.
— Any waste material removed for disposal shall be through a
licensed waste recovery facility.
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Design Guidance
— To achieve reductions in construction waste consider
using pre-fabricated components such as roof trusses or
pre-framed wall panels and the re-use of bricks offcuts in
rendered or gabion walls.
— Consider how to minimise site waste during construction
by sourcing suppliers who minimise unnecessary product
packaging.
— Allow space in the home design for separate kitchen bins
to enable the separation of waste to occur at the source.
— Consider the inclusion of a composting system.

8.3.2 Air Conditioners
As air conditioning plant is often unsightly and noise
generating, its impact on adjoining properties and public areas
is to be mitigated.
Mandated Requirements
— For ducted air conditioning, condenser units shall
generally be located at ground level and not be visible
from a street or public open space.
— Any air conditioning plant located on balconies or walls is
to be screened from adjacent dwellings, streets and other
public spaces.

8.3 Energy
Dwellings should minimise energy consumption through climate
responsive design, reduced peak load demand and reductions
in greenhouse gas emissions, including the use of renewable
energy sources.

8.3.1 PV Design
PV collector examples.

Design Guidance
— Air Conditioning system to achieve better than 3.0 COP
(Coefficient of Performance) and better than 3.00 EER
(Energy Efficiency Ratio). All reputable suppliers will be
able to confirm that their units meet these requirements.

8.4 Environmentally Responsible Materials
The aim is to responsibly use materials in order to lower
environmental impacts without significantly jeopardising the
functionality or liveability of the home.

8.4.1 Structure
Mandated Requirements
Mandated Requirements
— Dwellings must achieve a minimum 6 stars NatHERS rating.
— Solar photovoltaic (PV) energy collection system can be
installed, preferably not visible from the street (unless there
is no other location which offers suitable exposure).
— The PV system can be ‘battery ready’ such that the inverter
can be readily connected to a battery storage system
without needing to change the inverter.
— Install item 9.3 x 2 items

— The structure of the built form (both above and below
ground) shall use at least one of the following:
• concrete with ≤30% supplementary cementitious
materials or ≤30% of recycled aggregate.
• structural timber (including formwork timber) which
is AFS (Australian Forestry Standard) or FSC (Forest
Stewardship Council) accredited.

8.4.2 Envelope/Linings
Mandated Requirements

Design Guidance
— Consider an electrical system with a monitoring mechanism
to track energy use and accordingly adjust usage patterns.
— Further guidance is available from the Australian
Governments Your Home resource:
www.yourhome.gov.au/energy
— External doors and windows shall incorporate seals to
limit air leakage and contribute to heating and cooling
efficiency.
— Dishwashers are encouraged to be 4 stars or better
(consuming less than 245kWh/year) based on
Government’s Energy Rating system
(www.energyrating.gov.au).

— The building envelope shall use at least one of the
following:
• plasterboard with ≤10% recycled gypsum; and/or
• plasterboard which incorporates recycled paper.

8.4.3 Services
Mandated Requirements
— Building services shall achieve the following:
• PVC or products containing PVC shall be compliant
with the ‘Best Practice Guidelines for PVC in the Built
Environment’. The Vinyl Council of Australia has a registry
of compliant materials which are available from major
suppliers.
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8.4.4 Emissions from Materials

8.6 Community

The aim is to increase the use of those products and finishes
which minimise the levels of potentially dangerous emissions
such as Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC’s) in buildings.

Residential development should contribute to the wellbeing
of the community by providing a sense of safety and security;
a flexible design that is welcoming to a diversity of people;
is adaptable to their changing needs; and enables social
interaction.

Mandated Requirements
— Only “low emission” paints, sealants and adhesives are
used on at least 85% of internal and external surfaces.
— Low emission floor coverings are used on at least 95% of
indoor covered floors.
— All engineered wood products (including those in
exposed and concealed applications) shall be minimum
E-zero (E0) rated.

8.5 Water
The aim is for dwelling design to contribute to a reduced
demand on potable water supplies through the use of water
efficient mechanisms and practices, together with the utilisation
of alternative water sources such as groundwater.
Rainwater
tank

Example waterwise
gardens

Safe Access/Flexible Living Options

The changing needs of occupants over time should be
considered in the dwelling design.
Design Guidance
— The capacity for home based business through the
provision of a flexible space with access to technology that
could be adapted to a home office if required.
— The design of dwellings should provide a ready visual
connection with the public domain in order to foster a
sense of security and to provide the opportunity for social
interaction.
— For two storey dwellings the inclusion of balcony areas
overlooking the street is also recommended.

8.7 Acoustic Attenuation
Design Guidance
— The responsiblile use of all water is a key obligation of
residents to ensure a sustainable future for the community
as a whole.
— Further guidance is available from the Australian
Governments ‘Your Home’ resource: www.yourhome.gov.
au/energy
— A water efficient garden design with at least 70% drought
tolerant species shall be incorporated into backyards (see
section 10. Landscaping).
— Showerheads and taps shall use ≤ 6 litres of water per
minute.
— Where installed as part of a house package water efficient
appliances such as a dishwasher shall have a water
consumption of ≤ 14 litres per use.
— In order to reduce collective heat build up around
dwellings the (“urban heat island effect”), owners
should aim to limit the extent of open hard paving. This
can be assisted by minimising vehicle crossover widths
and providing verandah or patio type roof cover over
significant areas of paving or by planting shade trees
nearby.

The estate lies within a zone subject to noise from aircraft using
Perth Airport, requiring dwelling construction to incorporate
appropriate acoustic attenuation measures to ensure acceptable
internal noise levels are achieved.
Mandated Requirements
— The acoustic attenuation performance properties of the
construction shall be submitted for assessment.
— Construction of dwellings shall be in accordance with AS
2021-2015 Acoustics – Aircraft noise intrusion – Building
siting and construction for the Australian Noise Exposure
Forecast (ANEF) contours applicable to the estate. This
gives a type of construction necessary to provide a given
noise reduction inside a dwelling when external doors
and windows are closed. Construction elements affected
include walls, roof/ceiling/eaves, glazing and external door
and window types and sizes.
It is recommended that time is spent discussing the treatments
associated with attenuation with your builder or your acoustic
certifier to help tailor a design response that complies and also
provides the ideal outcome for your individual needs.
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8.8 Bushfire Mitigation
Certain areas of the project adjourn bushland that requires
some additional protective measures to be included in your
dwelling design.

Mandated Requirements
— Parts of the estate are subject to threat from bushfires.
Affected dwellings must be compliant with the Australian
Standard 3959-2009 ‘Construction of buildings in bushfireprone areas’.

9 Landscaping

LOT BOUNDARY

LOT BOUNDARY

Standard Lot

LOT BOUNDARY

FOOTPATH

ROAD

Low water use front garden examples.

Corner Lot

LOT BOUNDARY

A water efficient landscaped front garden comprised of
waterwise planting, turf and mulch together with irrigation
designed to best practice principles as adopted by the Water
Corporation and the Irrigation Association of Australia will be
provided as part of the house package.

GARAGE

GARAGE

FOOTPATH

FOOTPATH

CROSSOVER

CROSSOVER

ROAD

ROAD

Design Guidance
— Owners, when completing their rear gardens, should
continue on with waterwise design principles in their plant
and turf selections, application of mulch, and irrigation
installation. The aim should be for at least 90% of plant
species to be locally native, with a minimum of 70% to
be drought tolerant species. This can be tempered at
areas where solar access is desirable such as outdoor
living areas, through the use of introduced deciduous
species which provide shade in summer but permit solar
penetration of in winter.
Owners, when ordering plants, should ensure through their
supplier that they don’t inadvertently introduce any Weeds of
National Significance (WoNS).

9.1 Indicative Front Landscape Package
Private landscaping will include plant selections that are water
wise and low maintenance.
Plant species are to be chosen on a case by case basis,
dependant on the lots location and existing vegetation.
Your front landscaping package will incorporate irrigation to your
front yard, inclusive of your verge. It is important to remember
that your verge is your asset and that maintenance and care of this
area is your responsibility.
Provision/location of street trees is subject to council design
standards and requirements.

Verge irrigated
as part of front
landscape package

Legend

Irrigated front
landscape package

Your Irrigated
Front Landscape

Indicative
street tree
Indicative street
tree position
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9.2 Indicative Private Landscape Plant Species
Ground Covers

Shrubs

Trees

Dampiera linearis

Common Dampiera

Adenanthos
sericeus

Woolly Bush

Jacaranda
mimosifolia

Jacaranda

Dianella revoluta

Bluberry Lilly

Anigozanthos

Yellow Gem

Banksia attenuata

Slender Banksia

Eremophila glabra

Tar bush

Beaufortia elegens

N/A

Eucalyptus todtiana

Coastal Blackbutt

Hemiandra
pungens

Snakebush

Eremophila
maculata

Spotted Emu Bush

Tristaniopsis laurina
'Lusciuos'

Water Gum

Kennedia prostrata

Running Postman

Anigozanthos
manglesii

Mangles Kangaroo
Paw

Hakea laurina

Pinchushion

Banksia nivea

Honeypot Dryandra

Boronia crenulata
subsp. viminea

Grey Cotton Heads

Plumeria alba

Frangipani

Calothamnus
quadrifidus

One-Sided
Bottlebrush

Conostylis
candicans

Knotted Club Rush

Olea europaea

Olive "Jumbo
Kalamata"

Conostylis aculeata

Prickly Conostylis

Ficinia nodosa

Seaspray

Pyrus calleryana
Chanticleer

Ornamental Pear

Conostylis
candicans

Grey Cotton Heads

Grevillea preissii

Cockies Tongues

Pyrus ussuriensis
"Manchurian Pear"

Ornamental
Manchurian Pear

Dianella revoluta

Bluberry Lilly

Templetonia retusa

Plumed
Featherflower

Malus ioensis 'Plena'

Crab Apple

Hemiandra
pungens

Snakebush

Verticordia plumosa

Chenille
Honeymyrtle

Psidium cattleianum

Strawberry guava

Hovea trisperma

Common Hovea

Kunzea recurva

Fan Flower

Citrus limon

Eureka Lemon

Kennedia coccinea

Coral Vine

Melaleuca huegelii

Rosemary

Brachychiton
acerfolius x B.
populneus

Brachychiton
Belladonna

Lomandra
hermaphrodita

Coastal Daisybush

Scaevola crassifolia

Plumbago

Elaeocarpus
reticulatus

Blueberry Ash

Olearia axillaris

Purple Flag

Rosmarinus
officinalis

Caper Bush

Lagerstroemia
indica

Crepe Myrtle

Patersonia
occidentalis

Many-flowered
fringe lily

Plumbago auriculata May Bush

Thysanotus
multiflorus

Thyme

Capparis spinosa

Natal Plum

Thymus vulgaris

Oregano

Spirea cantoniensis

Lion's Ear

Origanum

Sage

Carissa macrocarpa

Drawf Crepe Myrtle

Salvia officinalis

Stalked Guinea
Flower

Leonotis leonurus

Drawf Crepe Myrtle

Hibbertia racemosa

Ornamental grape

Lagerstroemia
indica "New
Orleans"

Cascade of Stars

Vitis vinifera

Muscat

Lagerstroemia
indica 'Lafayette'

Mangles Kangaroo
Paw

Vitis vinifera
"Muscat"

Rose "Cottage Pink"
Climbing

Philiotheca syn
Eriostemon buxifolia

Rosa
Rosa "Iceberg
Climbing"

Anigozanthos
manglesii
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Appendix 1 - Design Guidelines Checklist
ROSEHILL WATERS
Mandatory Criteria and Design Guidance encourage sustainable, high quality home design.
— MANDATORY CRITERIA need to be complied with in order for The Developer to endorse the plans.
Applicable Clause

Summary Of Mandated Requirements

6.

Building Form

6.1

Building Appearance and Streetscape

6.1.1 Articulation

Street elevations include:
— projections, recesses or stepping in the floor plan.
— composite wall materials and finishes and/or colours.
— major openings to habitable rooms.
— clearly identifiable front entry.

6.2

Secondary Street
Elevations

— incorporate a continuation of a primary street façade element of articulation
or wall treatment for a distance of at least 4m from the street frontage.
— create an open corner streetscape with any fencing proposed to the corner
truncation and first 20% of the secondary street boundary to be low (up to
1.2m high) or visually permeable.

6.3

Roofs

6.3.1 Roof Form

— minimum pitch to conventional roofs: 25°.
— minimum eaves overhang: 400mm except where limited by side setback
requirements, at areas of extended roof cover such as verandahs, entry
porticos and awnings, at non habitable areas such as garages, bathrooms,
stores, robes and minor room incursions under the eaves.
— at gable ends, minimum roof verge overhang: 200mm.

6.3.2 Roof Materials

— prohibited colours are not used.

6.4

Street elevations incorporate:

Walls

— for a wholly rendered street facade a composite of colours is required.
— the extent of colour or material variation is to be illustrated on the drawings.
— walls must feature a minimum of two materials, finishes or colours.
— at a secondary street facade, the primary street treatment shall return for a
minimum of 4m from the primary street frontage.
— colours to be from an earthy/rural palette as per described in section 7.0
colour.
6.5

Fencing

— when facing a primary front boundary to the lot, standard Colorbond metal
fencing should not be used.
— the first 20% of the secondary boundary fence on a corner lot is to be low
(up to 1.2m high) or visually permeable.
— any front fencing must comply with local council requirements.

7

Colours
— applications are required to include a colour schedule together with colour
swatches indicating wall colours including variation colours or materials, roof
colour, garage door colour, front fence colours (if proposed).

8

Sustainable Living

8.1

Ecosystems

— front garden packages are provided by the developer. When completing
their gardens, homeowners shall avoid the use or introduction of Weeds of
National Significance (WoNS).

Builder
Checklist
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Applicable Clause

Summary Of Mandated Requirements

8.2

— Rosehill Waters is a ‘Smart Waste Zone’. Construction waste is to be managed
in accordance with guidance provided by Master Builders WA, ‘Smart Waste
Guide’.

Waste

— builders must demonstrate adherence to a documented waste management
plan which sets out an approach to ‘avoid, reduce, reuse and recycle’ waste
as set out in the Guide.
— any waste material removed for disposal shall be through a licensed waste
recovery facility.
8.3

Energy

8.3.1 PV/Design

— dwellings must achieve a minimum 6 stars NatHERS rating.
— solar photovoltaic (PV) energy collection system can be installed, preferably
not visible from the street unless there is no other location which offers
suitable exposure).
— the PV system can be ‘battery ready’ such that the inverter can be readily
connected to a battery storage system without needing to change the
inverter.
— install item 9.3 x 2 items.

8.3.2 Air Conditioners

— for ducted air conditioning, condenser units shall generally be located at
ground level and not be visible from a street or public open space.
— any air conditioning plant located on balconies or walls is to be screened
from adjacent dwellings, streets and other public spaces.

8.4

Environmentally Responsible Materials

8.4.1 Structure

— the structure incorporates concrete with ≤ 30% supplementary cementitious
materials and/or ≤ 30% recycled aggregate.
— structural timber (including formwork) is AFS or FSC accredited.

8.4.2 Envelope/
Linings

— plasterboard has at least ≤ 10% recycled gypsum and/or incorporates
recycled paper.

8.4.3 Services

— any PVC use complies with the “Best Practice Guidelines for PVC in the Built
Environment”.

8.4.4 Emissions From
Materials

One of the following:
— only “low emission” paints, sealants and adhesives are used on at least 95%
of internal and external surfaces.
— low emission floor coverings are used on at least 95% of indoor covered
floors.
— all engineered wood products (including those in exposed and concealed
applications) shall be minimum E-zero (E0) rated.

8.7

Acoustic
Attenuation

— the acoustic attenuation performance properties report of the construction
shall be submitted.
— construction of dwellings shall be in accordance with AS 2021-2015 Acoustics
– Aircraft noise intrusion – Building siting and construction for the Australian
Noise Exposure Forecast (ANEF) contours applicable to the estate. This gives
a type of construction necessary to provide a given noise reduction inside
a dwelling when external doors and windows are closed. Construction
elements affected include walls, roof/ceiling/eaves, glazing and external
door and window types and sizes

8.8

Bushfire
Mitigation

— for lots subject to threat from bushfires, construction complies with AS 39592009 ‘Construction of buildings in bushfire-prone areas’.
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